Abstract

In this paper, we illustrate how to learn a general straightforward similarity function from raw image pairs, which is a fundamental task in computer vision. To encode the function, inspired by the recent achievements of deep learning methods, we explore several deep neural networks and adopt one of the suitable networks to our task encoding implementation with several models on benchmark datasets UKBench and Holidays. The adopted network achieves comparable overall results and especially presents the excellent learning ability for global-similar data. Compared to previous approaches, this function eliminates the complex handcrafted features extraction, and utilizes pairwise correlation information by the jointly processing.
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1. Introduction

Near duplicate images detection is a widely used fundamental task in computer vision such as stereo matching, image copy detection, and partial tasks on video data. The main task of near duplicate images detection is to learn the similarity between the query image pair. It is quite challenging as the similarity learning results are easily affected by multiple factors, such as changing of viewpoints, illumination, and camera settings. Figure 1 shows several types of image pair samples.

Conventional approaches mainly rely on human designed descriptors to accomplish it. To tackle the easily affected issue above, various descriptors and matching strategies led by SIFT [8] have been developed and achieve good results. However, under these frameworks, the complicated extractions and the expensive storage cannot be ignored. Furthermore, the inner correlation from image-pair is largely under-utilized until the matching stage, which is after the feature extraction. Thus, a demand of how to learn the similarity from raw images while taking advantages of the pairwise correlation information increases.

Figure 1. Illustration of several examples. The left image pair is a near duplicate pair, obviously. It is not highly similar but could be easily found out that it is just rotated. The middle image pair is an extreme sample of near duplicate image pair, since it looks totally different as the large-scale view changing. The right image pair, which looks quite similar, but actually it is non-near duplicate image pair.
This paper aims to address the above problems by means of learning a function and provide a straightforward solution without handcrafted features, as illustrated in Figure 2. Inspired by the success of deep learning in recent years, we use convolutional neural networks to encode the function. Thus, we explore and compare various neural network architectures to adopt a suitable model for this task.

To sum up, the contributions of this paper are as follow: (1) We learn an image pair-wise similarity jointly learning function without any handcrafted features. (2) We explore various neural networks and propose a network model to represent the function. (3) We implement the proposed model on benchmark datasets and achieve comparable results on benchmark datasets (3.29 on UKBench, 61.2% on Holidays) to conventional handcrafted features, and performance excellent on global-similar samples (on ColumbiaIND).

2. Related Work

To measure the pairwise images similarity, previous works mainly focus on the image features extraction and analyzing those features, which can be normally categorized into traditional approaches and deep learning based approaches.

2.1. Traditional Approaches

Most existing approaches can simply conclude into representation-matching pipeline to learn the pairwise similarity, as shown in Figure 3. Generally, local representations are the main trend focus for this pipeline.

To generate local representations, interest points or regions are detected through Dog [15] or Hessian-Affine [16], etc. Subsequently, based on these interest points, SIFT [15] encodes the salient aspects of the image gradient in the neighborhood around, Fisher Vector [19] is a statistics capturing the distribution of a set of vectors, and Vector of Linearly Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) [7] and their groups represent image in a semantically-rich mid-level. To handle non-rigid distortion, Ke [8] adopted Principal Components Analysis (PCA-SIFT), which is more distinctive and compact than the original SIFT, to represent interest points. In the further work [25], Yu designed an Affine-SIFT to address the affine sensitive problem of original SIFT. In [31], Zhang proposed to extract a binary local descriptor named Edge-SIFT to utilize spatial clues for partial-duplicate detection.
statistics. To address the limitation of BoW, Zhou [33] proposed a system consists of three procedures, which contains BoW, ORGCD and verification.

2.2. Deep Learning Based Approaches

From a certain view, some deep learning based approaches are following the representation-matching strategy. The vectors output by CNN intermediate layers processing on single image can be utilized as global representation for content based image matching [2]. Further works developed several patch-level approaches [17,22]. Different from using CNN as auxiliary cues to BoW, in the further work [24], Yan complementarily integrates SIFT and CNN coequally to present an image in point-level, object level and scene-level. Subsequently, they compress combinations of several methods under different levels with simple PCA on commonly used benchmark datasets and achieve several state-of-art results. Also, CNN is well applied in matching [10] and hashing [9,11,30]. Siamese networks are introduced as an end-to-end framework to process image pairs directly. By doing so, [28, 26, 1] achieve state-of-art results. It suggests that convolutional neural networks are well suited for computing image comparing even for other real-time application.

Most approaches described above mainly rely on single image features to learn the pair-wise similarity. The strong correlation between image pairs, which is underutilized in these methods, could be very useful for near duplicate detection [12]. In the task of image-patches comparing [27], a network named 2-channel-network allows the patch-pair correlation to be learned at the very start of training. Zhontar [28] proposed a CNN-based patches comparing approach for computing cost in narrow baseline dataset which is the top-performance then. These approaches focus on image-patches comparing, which are much smaller than general images and contain less affine-distortions.

In wide baseline, to handle the non-rigid deformations and repetitive texture in image pairs, Revaud [21] proposed the DeepMatching to tackle non-rigid motion which is hard to process for previous SIFT methods. The strategy is generating sets of 'quadrants' and 'sub-quadrants' until the minimum patch size with the position information to process non-rigid matching. In a novel work [14], the authors use image pair interpolation as the dense correspondence representation which is obtained by training a deep neural network.

3. Method

As mentioned above, we aim to process the raw images directly and jointly without human designed features extraction and output the decision of 'yes or no'. We will describe two suitable basic architectures in the following subsection.

3.1. Architectures

Siamese model From a certain view, actually, Siamese is following the traditional representation-matching strategy. As illustrated in Figure 4, Siamese has two branches that share same weights and same architectures. For example, several sets of convolutional layers, ReLU layers and Pooling layers, the output vectors of each branch are concatenated and come into the top of network to give a final 'yes or no' output. The branches can be regarded as the representation generator and the top decision layers can be viewed as the matching stage.
**Double-channel model** Different than Siamese, double-channel model has no concept of single image representation generator. It suggests that this model is fundamentally different from the previous methods. This model combines two images into one input, which benefits from the flexibility of deep neural networks, as shown in Figure 5. The output of the bottom intermediate layers, which could be regarded as the extracted feature, is imported into the decision layer. For instance, a fully connected linear decision layer with one output.

![Illustration on architecture of Double-Channel Network](image)

Both these networks process raw images without limitation on image channels number and give decisions directly. Naturally, they offer different trade-offs in terms of efficiency and accuracy. In section 4, we compare the validation accuracy of them. The double-channel shows higher training accuracy. From the prospective of efficiency, the double-channel is faster in training stage, while taking expensive time cost in test stage. Furthermore, the Siamese only takes into account the correlations in a limited way by sharing exactly same architectures and weights while double-channel provides greater flexibility by processing the images jointly from the beginning. Thus, we adopt the more suitable network, double-channel as the baseline for the task.

### 3.2. Learning

The training process in this work is strongly supervised. Near duplicate images detection using double-channel network can be viewed as a binary-classification issue.

The input $I$ is obtained by

$$I = \begin{bmatrix} r(i_1) \\ r(i_2) \end{bmatrix}$$

where $I \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times m \times d}$, $i_1$, $i_2$ are the raw-image pair, $r(\cdot)$ is the resize operation, $m$ depends on actual models applied, $d$ refers to the channels of raw data. Specifically, in [27] $d=2$ as for they applied this model on gray scale image patches and the model is named accordingly. In our work, the data is RGB 3-channel natural images, then $d=6$. $I$ is labeled as $\ell \in \{0,1\}$. For each image pair $(i_1, i_2) \in \hat{I}$, $\hat{I}$ is the set of all pair combinations in $T$, $T$ refers to the dataset. We tag each raw image $i$ according its group $\delta_i$, then
\[
\ell = \begin{cases} 
1 & i = i', \\
0 & i \neq i'.
\end{cases}
\]

With a binary-class softmax regression on the final layer, we measure the likelihood of the query image pair. Assuming the training set (with training_size = n) \( T_n = \{(x_i, y_i)\ldots, (x_n, y_n)\}, i = n \). \( L \) is the layers number of CNN including sets of convolutional plus pooling layers, the output by final layer is, \( \lambda \) is the user defined parameter controls the trade-off between minimizing the fit of the network to the training data, \( W_k \) is the weights of the k-th layer, the loss can be obtained as follow

\[
\text{Loss} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} y_i \log f(x_i) + \sum_{k=1}^{L} \| W_k \|^2
\]

Once the training process is accomplished, the learned parameter sets can offer probability likelihood to a label for the test data. Compared to previous approaches, this model has no explicit descriptors for single image. It significantly reduces the method complexity and hardly requires human participation except labeling the data.

4. Experiments

We apply the models on the benchmark datasets UKBench [18] and Holidays [5]. The details of datasets are shown in Table 1. Images can be rotated, blurred, objects moved etc., from its near duplicate images, broadly ranging from a very large variety of scene types (natural, man-made, water and fire effects, etc.) and images are in high resolution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Details of Datasets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UKBench</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holidays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The input pair-set is generated from the raw image dataset. Take UKBench as an example; each group contains 4 images. Taking 2 arbitrary images in one group, there are 6 near duplicate image pairs on each group. Then, the positive samples equals to 15300. Also, the negative set consists of image pairs generated by arbitrary images from different groups, with approximately equal size to the positive set.

To value the binary classification precision of two architectures described in section 3, we apply Siamese and double-channels on UKBench (Table 2 shows the accuracy comparison of them). For higher accuracy and jointly processing strategy, we adopt double-channel for further evaluation. We apply Alexnet and VGG16 networks on the double-channel architecture with learning_rate=10^{-3}, batch_size=6, epoch=90. Images are resized to m=227 and m=224, respectively. Both models require about 20hrs. to train, under Matlab on CPU. Testing duration depends on the queries number of datasets. It is quite time costing for evaluation on UKBench due to the 10200 \times 10200 combinations.

The training curves of these models on UKBench are illustrated in Figure 6; both models gain the accuracy upper than 99% in validation phases (with train: test \approx 1:6) with trendy convergence. The training curve of Alexnet is smoother and steadier than VGG16 curve. It suggests that Alexnet, containing 23 layers, is better fitting than VGG16 with 53 layers when training on UKBench. Networks with deeper structures are not necessarily for UKBench. These structures are large enough in the absolute number, but training samples are not sufficient for each class of positive samples and negative samples. It indicates that increasing the number of layers cannot solve the problem, and can even lead to inaccurate fitting.

To compare with conventional approaches, we generate query image pairs set consisting of pairs on each query image with other images. Then, we input all query image pairs into the trained Alexnet-double-channel network. We extract the image-pair probability values in the Softmax layer and rank them for each query image. The numerical comparison is shown in Table 3.
Figure 6. The training curves presenting objective and top-error of Alexnet and VGG16 using double channel model. Both networks achieve about 99.5% on validation sets with trendy convergence. The left curves set (Alexnet) are steady and smooth. The right curves set (VGG16) appears few oscillation phenomenon and instable during late epochs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Networks</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Siamese</td>
<td>90.3±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double-Channel</td>
<td>96.9±</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The comparison indicates that our model achieves comparable results to conventional approaches. Through analyzing the results distribution, we conclude several typical samples illustrated in Figure 7. We find that though the overall results of the model are just comparable to classic handcrafted descriptors, it still has contribution and makes sense. The model has a strong regularity that scores high on global-similar data and scores lower for the data with obvious change of view, illumination and objects large scale motion.

It is worth mentioning the learning ability on self-pairs. The self-pairs (pair which is positive, consists of image and itself) are 100% returned as positive pairs while not involving in training stage. As mentioned above, the arbitrary images composing input positive sample are 2 images in one group. Though these two images are near duplicate images, they cannot be the exact same. Our model can learn and decide the exact-same pairs from these non-same pairs. Self-pairs can be viewed as extreme global-similar samples. This further illustrates that our model has excellent learning ability on global-similar data.

To prove the global-similar pair learning ability, we apply the Alexnet-double-channel model on ColumbiaIND [29], which is built from TREC-VID 2003 corpus. It consists of 150 near duplicate pairs and 300 non-near duplicate pairs. The near duplicate pairs from ColumbiaIND are quite similar to the duplicate image of the other with slightly differences. The numeral comparison is shown in Table 4. The results indicate the model performance well.
Table 3. Comparison of Results with Hand-Crafted Representation based Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Holidays (mAP)</th>
<th>UKBench</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIFT-BoW[18]</td>
<td>0.597</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLAD[6]</td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td>3.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLAD+SSR[7]</td>
<td>0.557</td>
<td>3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisher[20]</td>
<td>0.565</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>3.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Comparison of ERR on Columbia Dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ERR</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compare to the top-performance methods [26], our model has limitation to the non-global-similar data. A possible reason is that the training set generated on the datasets is biased. The global-similar positive samples are far more than the positive samples with obvious deformation. It can leads to the learned parameters more fitted to the global-similar pairs. Thus, we believe that the performance could be improved by enriching the training data [27]. In our work, we could increase the data with deformation by manually generating distorted data on original images. Another possible reason is the lack of local information targeting modules. It could be optimized using additional layers focusing on spatial transform and patch or object level processing [1, 21].

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we illustrated how to learn a general straightforward similarity function from raw image pairs. We explored several neural network models and figured out the suitable model. The adopted model achieved comparable overall results and especially showed an excellent learning ability for global-similar data. Compared to conventional approaches, the adopted model eliminates the complex handcrafted features extraction and processed images jointly.

We believe that a more sufficient training set can enhance the performance. Also, any additional layers targeting the spatial transformer would help achieve superior performance.
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